In this paper, we consider the problem of online learning of Markov decision processes (MDPs) with very large state spaces. Under the assumptions of realizable function approximation and low Bellman ranks, we develop an online learning algorithm that learns the optimal value function while at the same time achieving very low cumulative regret during the learning process. Our learning algorithm, Adaptive Value-function Elimination (AVE), is inspired by the policy elimination algorithm proposed in [1], known as OLIVE. One of our key technical contributions in AVE is to formulate the elimination steps in OLIVE as contextual bandit problems. This technique enables us to apply the active elimination and expert weighting methods from [2], instead of the random action exploration scheme used in the original OLIVE algorithm, for more efficient exploration and better control of the regret incurred in each policy elimination step. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first √ n-regret result for reinforcement learning in stochastic MDPs with general value function approximation.
Introduction
Consider a Markov Decision Process (MDP) M = (X , A, H, p, r) with state space X , action space A, horizon H, transition probabilities p : X ×A → ∆(X ) 1 and reward function r : X ×A → R. For notational simplicity, we assume that X can be partitioned into disjoint subsets as X = X 1 ∪ · · · X H , such that X h ∩ X h ′ = ∅ if h = h ′ . A policy π : X → ∆(A) is a function that maps a state x ∈ X to a distribution over actions a ∈ A. The objective of policy learning is usually formulated as an optimization of finding π that achieves as large the expected reward as possible under M, which is defined as R(π) := E H h=1 r h |r h ∼ r(x h , a h ), a h ∼ π(x h ), x h ∼ p(x h−1 , a h−1 ) .
The optimal policy π that maximizes Eq. (1) is denoted as π * . Without further confusion, for deterministic policies (i.e., policies whose π(·) is a singleton for all states) we abuse the notation π(x) ∈ A for the action the policy takes at state x. We remark that the optimal policy π * can always be made deterministic. When the full specification of the MDP M is known, a near-optimal policy π can be computed via the Bellman equation and (approximate) dynamic programming, and is quite well understood in the literature [3, 4] . In practical scenarios, however, it is usually the case that either the transition probabilities p or the reward function r (or both) are unknown, which need to be estimated, either implicitly or explicitly, through samples or rollout trajectories. Such learning/planning problems with unknown p and r are also referred to as reinforcement learning and encapsulate several important artificial intelligence applications such as computer games [5, 6] , board games [7, 8] , robotic manipulation [9] , and many more.
In this paper, we consider the problem of learning near-optimal policy π with unknown p and r from two perspectives: the sample complexity perspective, which seeks for the smallest number of realized trajectories (possibly obtained using different exploration policies) in order to obtain a good policy with high probability, and the online learning perspective which characterizes how the exploration policies themselves evolve and improve over time. In the rest of this section, we lay out the basic assumptions and our main results and contributions. A more detailed technical overview of our results is given in Sec. 2.
Function approximation
When the state space S is finite with small cardinality |S|, all states s can be enumerated in learning. This is known as the tabular MDP setting, which has been extensively studied [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . In many real-world problems, however, |S| can be very large or even infinite. For example, in the Go game, the total number of states could be as large as 2 × 10 170 , clearly infeasible for any approach that attempts to enumerate them.
It is clear that, in order to handle MDPs with very large state spaces, aggressive compression of the state space is required for practical purposes. In the literature, such compression is most naturally accomplished by the idea of function approximation, which considers a finite class 2 of functions F = {f : X × A → R} and restricts ourselves to policies Π = {π f : f ∈ F } "induced" by certain function approximates, defined as π f (x) = arg max a∈A f (x, a).
In essence, the complexity of the function class F captures all inherent structures in the MDP M with a very large state space. In practice, the approximation function classes range from linear or low-degree polynomials in revenue management problems [17, 18] to very complicated convolutional or recurrent neural networks for complex games [5, 19] .
To ensure a considered function approximation is appropriate, we impose the following realizability assumption which guarantees the correspondence between the optimal policy π * and a function f * ∈ F : Assumption 1.1 (Realizability). For the optimal policy π * , there exists f * ∈ F such that for all h ∈ [H], x h ∈ X h and a h ∈ A, Q π
From PAC-learning to online learning
Suppose the learning algorithm has access to n sequentially collected trajectories, and an adaptive policy π (i) can be used to generate the ith trajectory, which might depend on the algorithm's observations from the previous (i − 1) realized trajectories. Under the "Probably Approximately Correct (PAC)" framework, after observing data from n trajectories with n depending polynomially on the problem size, the algorithm is asked to output a policy π which is near-optimal with high probability. The work in [1] provided the first PAC-learning result under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2: Theorem 1.3 ( [1] ). There exists an algorithm and a model-dependent constant C M that is a polynomial of H, |A|, M, ζ and log |F | such that, for any ε ∈ (0, 1/2], with n = O(C M /ε 2 ) sample trajectories, the algorithm outputs a policy π that satisfies R( π) ≥ R(π * ) − ε with probability at least 0.9.
While PAC-learning results such as the one in Theorem 1.3 is very much desirable, the framework overlooks the aspect of exploration policy improvement, which expects the quality of the exploration policy to continuously improve as more data are collected. Such exploration policy improvement is important in applications where bad policies maybe lead to significant loss or even the cost of human lives, such as learning for self-driving cars. In these applications, an evaluation criterion of the "cumulative" gap of sub-optimality between the committed exploration policies and the optimal policy, known commonly as the cumulative regret in the online/bandit learning literature, is more suitable to measure the quality of policy improvement.
The following theorem is the main result we established in this paper: Theorem 1.4 (Our results, informal). There exists an algorithm and a model-dependent constant C ′ M that is a polynomial of H, |A|, M, ζ, log |F | and log(1/δ), such that, for sufficiently large n, the policies π (1) , · · · , π (n) the algorithm performs on the n trajectories satisfy with probability (1 − δ) that
Remark 1.5. In addition to Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, Theorem 1.4 requires several additional mild assumptions, to be described in Sec. 2.
At a higher level, the result of Theorem 1.4 upper bounds the sub-optimalty gap of exploration policies { π (i) } for every trajectory i = 1, 2, · · · , n the algorithm obtains. Because the upper bound is on the order of O( √ n), the exploration policies have to constantly improve over themselves as otherwise a linear O(n) regret will be incurred. We make some additional remarks on Theorem 1.4, regarding its connection with the PAC-learning result in Theorem 1.3. Remark 1.6 (online-to-batch conversion). Because the expected reward function R(π) is linear in policy π, by considering the "averaging policy" π =
with high probability, matching the result in Theorem 1.3.
Remark 1.7 (exploration and exploitation). By running the PAC-learning algorithm implied by Theorem 1.3 on the first n 1/3 sample trajectories and then switching to the learnt policy π for the rest of the n − n 1/3
trajectories, one obtain a regret upper bound of O(C m × n 2/3 ), much worse than the O( √ n) upper bound in Theorem 1.4. The O(n 2/3 ) regret bound cannot be improved by simply treating the PAC-learning algorithm as a black box.
Notations
For two sequences {a n } and {b n }, we denote a n = O(b n ) or a n b n if there exists a universal constant C < ∞ such that lim sup n→∞ |a n |/|b n | ≤ C. Similarly, we denote a n = Ω(b n ) or a n b n if there exists a universal constant c > 0 such that lim inf n→∞ |a n |/|b n | ≥ c. We denote a n = Θ(b n ) or a n ≍ b n if both a n b n and a n b n hold.
We use A = |A| to denote the size of the action space. For any value hypothesis function f , we use π f to denote the policy that acts greedily according to f . Given f and a timestep or a layer h ∈ [H], we use D π f ,h to denote the distribution of states at layer h when we use policy π f . We also abuse the notation and use D f,h to denote D π f ,h . We use π U to denote the uniformly random policy, i.e., the policy always chooses a random action from A uniformly. Given a distribution G of hypothesis functions and a sub-class G ′ of functions, we define G| G ′ to be the projection of G onto G ′ . I.e., we let
Given two hypothesis functions f 1 and f 2 , and a layer h, we define f 1 • h f 2 to be the concatenation of the two functions at layer h. More specifically, we set
Technical overview
This section gives a very high-level technical overview of our algorithm and analysis. We start with an overview of the OLIVE algorithm introduced in [1] attaining the PAC-learning guarantee as described in Theorem 1.3. We point out two key technical challenges which prevent us from simply transforming the algorithm to achieve good regret results. We then continue with the description of our high-level ideas for designing AVE to circumvent the two challenges. Finally, we introduce two additional assumptions, both are very mild compared to the core assumptions of 1.1 and 1.2.
An overview of the OLIVE algorithm
The OLIVE algorithm proposed by [1] is based on the ideas of optimistic exploration and policy elimination. To describe the algorithm, we define the value function V π h (x h ) of policy π at layer h ∈ [H] and state
as the expected reward collected on layers h, h + 1, · · · , H under the roll-out policy π. When it is clear from the context, we omit the subscript h in the notation. Naturally, the values of V π h are inaccessible to the learning algorithm because neither r or p are known. However, if a function f ∈ F is a reasonable approximation of its corresponding policy π f , an estimated value function V π h can be defined as V
and an estimate on the expected total reward R(π f ) can be obtained as
. The OLIVE algorithm maintains an "active" function class G ⊆ F initialized as the entire function class G = F . It proceeds shrinking the active function class G as follows:
Verify whether | h E(f, π f , h)| is close to zero using sample trajectories; if | h E(f, π f , h)| ε then terminate the algorithm and output π f as a good policy; otherwise identify h ∈ H such that |E(f, π f , h)| ε/H, which must exist because | h E(f, π f , h)| is large; 3. Remove all g ∈ G from G with |E(g, π f , h)| ε; More specifically, 3.a. Collect n ′ sample trajectories with roll-in policy π f up to layer h, random action a h ∈ A in layer h, and arbitrary roll-out policies after layer h; 3.b. |E(g, π f , h)| can then be estimated using importance sampling, because for any state x h there are in expectation n ′ /|A| trajectories committed to a h = π g (x h );
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 with the smaller active function class G, until a policy is produced.
The correctness of the above procedure is based on several simple observations: first, the optimal policy π * = π f * will never be eliminated because E(f * , π, h) = 0 for all roll-in policies π and layer h; second, a careful decomposition of value estimation error reveals that V
) holds for all policy π, and therefore a small total Bellman error | h E(f, π f , h)| together with the optimistic exploration oracle (i.e., explore arg max f ∈G V π f 1 (x 1 )) implies good performance whenever the algorithm terminates and produces a policy π f ; finally, due to the low-Bellman-rank assumption 1.2, it can be shown via a volumetric argument that the size of G will decrease rapidly and eventually contains only the optimal function f * and its close neighborhoods after poly(M, H) iterations of steps 1-3.
Key technical challenges and high-level ideas of our analysis
The first step of transforming the OLIVE algorithm into a regret-aware one is to replace Bellman-error estimates with their adaptive counterparts. More specifically, for any error level ǫ ∈ (0, 1), it is possible to distinguish with high probability between the two cases of
)| term as well) with n ′ ≈ 1/ǫ 2 sample trajectories, using either union bounds over all trajectories or the "doubling trick" [21] . With such adaptive Bellman-error estimators, two key technical challenges can then be identified: (C1) Because the optimisitc exploration policy f ∈ arg max f ∈G V π f 1 (x 1 ) might have arbitrarily large total Bellman error (i.e., | h E(f, π f , h)| ≈ ǫ ≫ 1/ √ n, to ensure low regret the elimination step afterwards can only be done on the level of ǫ (i.e., eliminate all g ∈ G with |E(g, π f , h)| ǫ) instead of the "target error level" 1/ √ n;
(C2) When performing policy elimination, the "random action" idea in Step 3.a of OLIVE can no longer be used, as taking a random action at layer h might incur unacceptably large regret.
To overcome challenge (C1), we revise the volumetric argument in [1] to analyze the progress of volume shrinkage when g ∈ G are only eliminated on the level of ǫ ≫ 1/ √ n, provided that |E(f, π f , h)| itself is as large as Ω(ǫ). We prove that, while exploration policies f with the same Bellman decomposition direction but very different magnitudes might be visited more than once, unlike the original OLIVE algorithm in which no direction will be visited twice, the revised volumetric argument still provides sufficient progress in terms of G shrinkage and essentially upper bounds the number of exploration policies to be a polynomial of M and H.
The second challenge (C2), which concerns the inadequacy of the random action exploration in layer h, turns out to be a more fundamental challenge. To understand how our algorithm and analysis overcome this issue, it is instructive to first consider the simpler case of h = H. As h is now the last layer of each trajectory, the choice of a H ∈ A will not have any lasting impact beyond the immediate reward r H . Subsequently, the question of eliminating all g ∈ G with large |E(g, π f , H)| can be reduced to a contextual bandit problem, with x H the input context, g ∈ G the experts and rewards of action a ∈ A under context x H being simply r H (x H , a). The active elimination procedure proposed in [2] is used to solve this contextual bandit problem on the last layer, which not only delivers low regret but also identifies experts/functions g ∈ G with small regret
. After a set of functions g ∈ G with small regret is obtained, importance sampling can be carried out to determine their Bellman errors |E(g, π f , H)| without incurring large regret. Note also that, unlike the original OLIVE algorithm, functions g ∈ G with small or even zero Bellman error might get eliminated due to their large overall regret. This shall not cause a problem because the optimal function f * , having both zero Bellman error and zero regret, will never get eliminated. In intermediate layers h < H, the problem becomes more complicated. The contextual bandit formulation in the previous paragraph cannot be directly applied, as the expected total onward revenue V πg h (x h ) is not only a function of a h ∈ A but also the policy π g itself. Roughly speaking, our algorithm in intermediate layers h < H will use the algorithm in [2] to accomplish either of the following objectives:
(a) construct a distribution over g ∈ G, G, such that both the average regret
Notably, the above objectives need to and can be accomplished without incurring large regret. If objective (a) is accomplished, the intermediate layer h < H is not that different from the last layer H, because actions induced by the distribution G can be taken (i.e., a h = π g (x h ) where g ∼ G) to estimate |E(g, π f , h)| for all g ∈ G without incurring large regret; otherwise, we discard the current exploration policy f and instead explore policy g, attempting to eliminate other policies under π g in layer h
′ . Because h ′ is strictly larger than h, eventually we reach the last layer H and the elimination procedure reduces to the standard contextual bandit problem discussed in the previous paragraph.
Additional assumptions and notations
We make two additonal assumptions throughout this paper, both very mild. Assumption 2.1 (deterministic initial state). The initial state x 1 is deterministic and known.
Assumption 2.1 is in fact without loss of generality, because any MDP with H layers can be transformed to another MDP with H + 1 layers with only one state no reward in the first layer.
To state the second assumption we define "restriction" and "concatenation" of function approximators. In particular, for any f ∈ F and h ∈ [H], let f h : X h × A → R be the function restricted to states x h ∈ X h in layer h. Define F h := {f h : f ∈ F } for all such restrictions induced by F . 
Generally speaking, Assumption 2.2 requires the function class F to be large enough such that it allows non-stationary function approximation, using essentially independent function approximators for each layer h. Such an assumption is very mild because under episodic settings with finite H, independent function approximation is almost always used among different layers since even the same state could lead to very different rewards in different layers.
Related work
Function approximation is an old idea in learning and planning of MDPs and other dynamic programming systems. Under the reinforcement learning context, function approximation is typically used to learn the Q-functions of the optimal policy of an MDP, a method commonly referred to as Q-learning. [22] initiated the study of Q-learning and proposed the first such algorithm known as fitted Q-iterations (FQI), which takes data collected from a fixed exploration policy and iteratively finds functions f ∈ F that minimize the least-square Bellman error
. [23, 24] provide asymptotic convergence results for FQI with finite state-action spaces. [25, 26, 27, 28] gives finite-sample convergence guarantees of FQI, with [29] achieving the optimal sample complexity dependency on approximation error parameters. Most analysis of FQI assumes the function class F is closed under the Bellman update operator, and the exploration policy used to collect data satisfies certain low-concentratability conditions, neither of which is assumed in this paper. In general, FQI could oscillate and diverge [30] .
When no good exploration policy is known a priori, learning of MDPs becomes much more challenging as the exploration policy needs to constantly change to achieve good state coverage. [10] applies the idea of upper confidence bands (UCB) to obtain √ n-regret for learning tabular MDPs, which was later generalized to linear function approximation under strong linear transition probabilities assumptions [31] . For problems with low-Bellman rank, the OLIVE algorithm provides sequentially exploration policies, with its computationally tractable variants in [32, 33] under more restrictive settings. [34] studies MDPs with deterministic transition and reward functions. [33] studies MDPs with nearly deterministic transition functions under an additional "gap" assumption.
Theoretical analysis is also available for model-based and policy optimization type algorithms [35, 36, 37] . Our algorithm also made use of methods for adversarial contextual bandit, which originate from the EXP4 algorithm [38] and have several recent developments [2, 39] .
The Adaptive Value-function Elimination (AVE) algorithm
We present the details of our algorithm in Algorithm 1, 2, 3, and 4, where the exact values of parameters n eval i , n i , n cb i and n id i can be found in Appendix B. Throughout the algorithm, we set
for all i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }. In the Eliminate procedure, we define
Below we describe each procedure at a high level.
The AVE-Main algorithm. The AVE-Main procedure takes three parameters: δ is the confidence level (so that the algorithm succeeds with probability at least (1 − δ)), ǫ is the target precision, and n is the
4:
Estimate
7:
Eliminate(f, h, k); break; if Eliminate is not called during this iteration for all k ≤ ⌈log 2 H/ǫ⌉ then break; 13: end while 14: Run policy π f for the remaining trajectories.
number of total trajectories to run. The algorithm will terminate early whenever the n trajectories are used up.
As mentioned before, our algorithm is an elimination-based algorithm, where we repeatedly eliminate sub-optimal hypotheses in F . Here we say a hypothesis is sub-optimal if it has a large Bellman error, or its induced policy has a sub-optimal value. In more details, in the AVE-Main procedure, we repeatedly choose the hypothesis f so that its induced policy has the best estimated value, which is in accordance with the optimism in face of uncertainty principle (OFU). From Line 4 to Line 13, we estimate the Bellman error of π f . If the total Bellman error is large, we find particular layer h with large Bellman error and invoke Eliminate at Line 9 to eliminate all functions in G with large Bellman error at layer h, given the roll-in policy f . Otherwise, we know that the real value of f is close to its estimated value, which is almost optimal by the OFU principle, and therefore we can keep running π f for the remaining times.
We note that at Line 4, a doubling trick is used to ensure that a policy π f with large regret (which is upper bounded by the Bellman error of f ) is not executed for too many times.
We also remark that the number of iterations made by the while loop is upper bounded by a volumetric argument adapted from [1] , the details of which are presented in Appendix C.
The Eliminate procedure. We proceed to discuss the implementation of Eliminate(g, h, j). As mentioned before, the procedure tries to estimate Bellman error E(f, π g , h) for all f ∈ G, and eliminate those with |E(f, π g , h)| > φ j from the hypothesis space G (learn step at Line 11).
A key challenge here is that it is non-trivial to estimate the Bellman error for all f ∈ G with small regret. In [1] , the authors used a straightforward adaption of the importance sampling approach that uniformly samples an action. However, this only guarantees the sample complexity but could lead to a regret that is linear with |G|, which is not affordable. To solve this problem, we borrow the idea from contextual bandit literature [2] . More precisely, we look for a distribution P k over the hypothesis space G such that i) when applying importance sampling with P k as the sampled distribution, the estimation has low variance (see Eq. (9)), where we elaborate how to implement Line 2 in Appendix A; and ii) the regret when running the randomized policy according to P k is small.
We also need to perform exploration very carefully to avoid large regret. To achieve this, the Eliminate procedure consists of two parts. The first part is before (and at) Line 8. In this part, we use a doubling trick (via loop variable k) and gradually eliminate value functions with low predicted performance (which will be Algorithm 2 Eliminate (g, h, j)
1: for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , j do 2:
3:
if c = false then Eliminate(g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1); and return;
5:
Repeatedly sample f ∼ P k , π ← π g • h π U , with probability Aµ k , π g • h π f , with probability 1 − Aµ k , and run policy π for n cb k times; collect samples {x
Define
8: end for
, with probability 1 − Aµ j , and run policy π for n j times;
concretely defined in the later paragraph). This step makes sure that we do not run too many sub-optimal policies and is necessary for achieving lower regret. The second part consists of the lines after Line 8, where we estimate the Bellman error at layer h for all hypotheses and perform the elimination for large Bellman error. We now elaborate the first step. The predicted performance of each function f is measured by the function η(f, g, h) defined as follows,
To help illustration, let us consider the special case when h = H (i.e., h is the last layer). In this case, Check always returns c = true and we can temporarily ignore Line 3 and Line 4.
is the expected reward of the policy induced by g • h f at layer H. The pseudo-learn step eliminates the policies that perform significantly worse than g, which means that the regret of running any remaining policies is comparable to that of g. Therefore, any distribution over the remaining policy would achieve affordable regret. We also note that the optimal policy π f * achieves optimal value no matter what roll-in policy g is. Thus, f * will not be eliminated during this process.
Now we move to the more general case when h < H. To avoid large regret, we are really interested in the actual performance of the random policy π ∼ {(g • h f, P k (f ))} f ∈G , which is the expected reward of the policy induced by g • h f at and after layer h, i.e.,
By comparing this expression with the definition of η in Eq. (14), we see that since we have no direct access to V π f (x ′ ), we have to use f (x ′ , π f (x ′ )) (i.e., the value predicted by the hypothesis) instead. Thus, we need to make sure
, which is done by a recursive call to Check at Line 3. We only proceed when Check returns true (i.e., certifying the two values are close). Otherwise, Check returns c = false and also identifies a layer h ′ > h and a function g ′ from the support of
′ has large Bellman error at layer h ′ . Now we recursively call Eliminate with roll-in function g ′ and layer h ′ instead. We note that since the h parameter keeps increasing along the recursive path, the depth of the recursion can be properly upper bounded.
We finally explain the second part of Eliminate. We again use importance sampling with distribution P j . Thanks to the first part, we know that the induced policies by the hypotheses sampled from the distribution P j do not incur too large regret. Therefore, we are able to sample to pull sufficient samples from P j , estimate the Bellman error at layer h for all f ∈ G based on the roll-in policy g, and perform the elimination for large Bellman error.
return (false, g r , h r , k r );
end if 8: end for 9: return (true, * );
The Check procedure. Let us first define the expected Bellman error of a distribution G of hypothesis functions at layer h, as follows,
When Check(G, h, j) is invoked, the procedure either returns (true, * ) and certifies that
is close to zero (the closeness is defined by the parameter j), or identifies a layer h ′ ∈ {h, h + 1, h + 2, . . . , H} and a function g from the support of G such that the Bellman error E(g, π g , h ′ ) is large (and the magnitude is quantified by k ′ ). To achieve this goal, we first use a doubling trick (the k loop) to control the regret. In each iteration of the loop, we estimate E(G, h ′ ) for each h ′ ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, . . . , H}, up to precision ǫ k . Once we figure out that
′ ) is significant, we call Identify to find out a specific function g and a layer h ′ ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, . . . , H} from the support of G such that E(g, π g , h ′ ) is significant.
The Identify procedure. Identify(G, h, k) is called when we know that |
)ǫ k , and the procedure will find a value function g r ∈ supp(G), a layer h r ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, . . . , H}, and a precision parameter k r such that the Bellman error of g r at layer h r is large (more specifically, E(g r , π gr , h r ǫ kr ).
Algorithm 4 Identify
step ← step + 1;
4:
Choose any subset
c ← false;
for l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k do 8:
10: 
20:
if E l (g r , π gr , h r ) > ǫ l+2 + 0.5ǫ
k r ← l; return (g r , h r , k r );
23:
end if 24: end for Since we cannot afford examining the Bellman error of every function in supp(G), Identify finds the desired value function via binary search, which is done by the while loop from Line 2 to Line 15. More precisely, every time we split supp(G) into two parts: G ′ and supp(G)\G ′ and define the induced distributions G 1 and G 2 respectively. If the expected Bellman error of G is large, then we know that at least one of G 1 and G 2 has large expected Bellman error. We learn the expected Bellman error of G 1 (where the doubling trick is used to control the regret). We iterate the process with G 1 if its expected Bellman error is large, and with G 2 otherwise, until only one function is left in the support of the distribution, which is identified as g r .
Finally, from Line 17 to the end of the procedure, we use a doubling trick to learn E(g r , π gr , h ′ ) for each h ′ ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, . . . , H} while controlling the regret, and find out a layer h r so that E(g r , π gr , h ′ ) ǫ kr .
The analysis
In this section, we provide theoretical analysis for our algorithm. We first prove the functionalities for each procedure, and then combine these lemmas to upper bound the number of trajectories collected by the algorithm and the expected total regret of the trajectories. Let Z be the event that all empirical estimations in Eqs. (8), (10), (12), (15), (17) , and (18) concentrate to their real values, where in Appendix B we give the formal definition of Z and show that Pr[Z] ≥ 1 − δ. The whole analysis only focuses on the desired situation when Z happens. For a policy π, we define V π as a shorthand for V π (x 1 ). We also define
for simplicity.
Analysis for sub-procedures
Given a distribution G, we define the property P(G, h, ǫ) for all h ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , H} and ǫ > 0 as the conjunction of the following conditions.
(a) There exists a value function g and a distribution P over F , such that G can be expressed in the following form:
The following lemma characterizes the guarantees of the Identify procedure.
, and let (g r , h r , k r ) be the returned tuple of this invocation. Conditioned on event Z, for the first L 2 C times Identify is called, we have that (a) Identify returns at Line 22, with g r ∈ supp(G), h r ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, · · · , H}, and 0 ≤ k r ≤ k;
(d) If we additionally have P(G, h, ǫ k ), then the regret incurred by this invocation is bounded by
We also present the main lemma for Check as follows. 
(b) If the procedure returns (false, g r , h r , k r ), then
and g r ∈ supp(G), h r ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, · · · , H}, 0 ≤ k r ≤ j.
(c) If we addtionally have P(G, h, ǫ j ), then the regret of this invocation is bounded by O(H 2 ln 3 (|F |) ln(P/δ)/ǫ j ).
To introduce the guarantees for Eliminate, we first define the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) as the conjunction of the following items.
Now we state the main lemma for Eliminate. 
Regret analysis
In this section, we prove the O( √ n) regret bound for our AVE-Main algorithm. Lemma 5.3 already shows the regret bound per invocation of Eliminate(g, h, j) is small, given the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j). In order to upper bound the overall regret, we need first to show that the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) is met every time the AVE-Main algorithm calls Eliminate. Then we upper bound the number of invocations made to Eliminate. We finally analyze the doubling/halving trick in the main algorithm, and stitch all parts together to achieve the desired O( √ n) regret bound.
Verifying the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j). Here we verify that the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) is met whenever AVE-Main calls Eliminate. The policy decomposition lemma in [1] plays a critical role in our analysis, as it connects Bellman error to the gap between the actual value V π f (x 1 ) and the predicted value f (x 1 , π f (x 1 )) for any hypothesis f . For completeness, we state the lemma as follows. 
Now we show that the desired Q ELIM (g, h, j) is condition is met when the desired event Z happens.
Lemma 5.5. Conditioned on Z, Q ELIM (g, h, j) holds for the first C times that AVE-Main calls Eliminate(g, h, j).
Proof. We will prove the following statements for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , C} by induction, (i) before the i-th invocation of Eliminate, we have f * ∈ G;
(ii) Q ELIM (g, h, j) holds for the i-th invocation of Eliminate(g, h, j) by AVE-Main.
Note that statement (i) for i = 1 is guaranteed by Assumption 1.1; for i > 1, it is derived by statement (ii) with i − 1 and Lemma 5.3 (c). Therefore, we only need to show that statement (i) implies statement (ii) for every i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , C} to complete the proof. Now suppose f * ∈ G before AVE-Main calls Eliminate(f, h, k). When AVE-Main calls Eliminate(f, h, k), the if-condition at Line 8 does not hold for function f at iteration k − 1 of the for loop. Therefore,
By the event Z (specifically, Eq. (54)), we have that for any h
It follows from Eq.
When AVE-Main calls Eliminate(f, h, k), the if-condition at Line 8 is true for function f at iteration k,
By the event Z (specifically, Eq. (54)), we get
Now the condition Q ELIM (f, h, k) follows from Eq. (21), Eq. (20), and Eq. (22) .
Bounding the number of invocations. The following lemma upper bounds the total number of learn steps executed in Eliminate. The lemma is adapted from the volumetric argument in [1] , and is proved in Appendix C.
Lemma 5.6. For any j, if E j (f, π g , h) defined by Eq. (12) satisfies
and whenever Line 11 of Algorithm 2 is executed,
Then for any j and h, learn step will be executed at most M log(ζ/(2φ j ))/ log(5/3) times. And the optimal value function f * will never be eliminated.
Now we can bound the number of invocations to Eliminate. We first define the following values.
Lemma 5.7. Conditioned on Z, the procedure Eliminate is called by no more than C times by AVE-Main.
Proof. Note that under the event Z, by Lemma 5.5, the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) holds before every time of the first C times that Eliminate(g, h, j) is called by AVE-Main. As a result of statement (a), conditions in Lemma 5.6 holds. Therefore, learn step will be executed by no more than M ι times for each h ∈ [H] and j ∈ [L], which, in total, is at most HLM ι = C times. Since for every time AVE-Main calls Eliminate, the learn step is executed exactly once (by Lemma 5.3 (a)), we upper bound the number of times that AVE-Main calls Eliminate by C.
Regret for AVE-Main. The following lemma controls the regret for each iteration k of the for loops in AVE-Main.
Lemma 5.8. Under the event Z, at the k-th iteration of the for loop, the policy π f run in Line 5 of AVE-Main is 3Hǫ k -optimal. That is,
Proof. Since the algorithm proceeds to the k-th iteration, we have
By the event Z (specifically, Eq. (54)), we get that
. Stitching the inequalities together we get,
Now, we upper bound the regret incurred by running π f at Line 5 during a single iteration of the outer while loop by,
By Lemma 5.7, the while loop in AVE-Main will be executed at most C times. Therefore the overall regret incurred by running π f at Line 5 is bounded by,
We then focus on the regret incurred by the invocations to Eliminate by AVE-Main. Under the event Z, Lemma 5.3 shows that the regret incurred by each invocation of Eliminate is bounded by
By Lemma 5.7, the number of invocations is bounded by C. Thus, the overall regret incurred by the calls to Eliminate is bounded by,
Finally, when the while loop terminates, we have
, and
Therefore, under the event Z, we have that
5Hǫ L , and the regret incurred by running π f (for at most n times) at Line 14 is upper bounded by
Combining the regret upper bounds in Eq. (28), Eq. (29), and Eq. (30) , and the probability upper bound Eq. (60), we have our main theorem.
Theorem 5.9. For any ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, with probability at least 1−δ, the overall regret running AVE-Main for n trajectories with parameter ǫ is bounded by
If we choose δ = 1/(nH) and ǫ = M 2 AH 4 ln 3 (P ) ln 3 (|F |) n for any given n, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.10. The expected regret of our algorithm for n trajectories is upper bounded by
where the O(·) hides poly-logarithmic factors in M, A, H, ζ, and n.
Proof of Lemma 5.3
Note that since k ′ ≤ k − 2 ≤ j − 2 after Line 3 (by Lemma 5.2 (b)), we have k ′ + 1 ≤ j − 1 at Line 4. Therefore, the j parameter monotonically decreases as the Eliminate recursively calls itself. Therefore, we have the following simple lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Eliminate(g, h, j) recursively calls itself by at most j times, and calls Check by at most j 2 times during the whole recursion.
Also due to the monotonicity, we prove Lemma 5.3 by applying induction on the parameter j. The base case is that j ≤ 0, where one can easily verify the correctness of the lemma. Now suppose that Lemma 5.3 is true for all j ′ < j, and consider an invocation Eliminate(g, h, j). We prove the three statements in the lemma as follows.
Proof of statement (b).
First we bound the suboptimality gap of policy π run at Line 5 of Eliminate (where the formal statement to establish is Eq. (35)), so that we can upper bound the regret incurred at Line 5 and Line 9. Then we upper bound the regret incurred by the call to Check at Line 3. We also upper bound the regret incurred by the recursive call to Eliminate itself at Line 4 via induction, to complete the proof.
Informally, the suboptimality gap of policy π comes from the combination the following properties,
• the roll-in policy g is Ω(ǫ j )-optimal;
• the action given by π at the h-th layer has good predicted value (i.e., Ef∼P k [η(f, g, h)] ≥ η(g, g, h) − O(ǫ k ) for the k-th iteration);
• the predicted value Ef∼P k [η(f, g, h)] at level h is close to the true value
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.12. For any distribution G ∈ ∆(F ) and any layer h
Proof. For any f ∈ F , we have
Keep unrolling the last term for h + 2, h + 3, . . . , H, and we have
Take expectation for f ∼ G, and we prove Eq. (31).
The following lemma shows that policy π is not much worse than policy π g .
Lemma 5.13. Let π be the stochastic policy run at Line 5 of Eliminate at the k-th iteration. Under the event Z, for the first LC times that Eliminate is called, we have
Proof. At Line 3 of Eliminate at the k-th iteration, we have that Check({(g • h f, P k (f ))} f ∈G , h, k − 2) returns true (otherwise the procedure would return at Line 4). By Lemma 5.2 (a) and the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (55)), we have
Because of the pseudo-learn step at the (k − 1)-th iteration, and the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (58)), for every f ∈ G at the k-th iteration, we have
By statement (b) in the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j), we have
Combining with statement (a) in the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j), we have
Therefore, the expected regret incurred at Line 5 and Line 9 is upper bounded by,
Next, we consider the regret incurred by the call to Check at Line 3. We first verify the condition P(G, h, ǫ k−2 ) for every Check(G, h, k − 2).
Statement (a) of is a result of Line 3 of Eliminate. Statement (b) and statement (c) follow directly from the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) . By the pseudo-learn step during the (k − 1)-th iteration, we have
By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (58)), we get
which establishes statement (d). Therefore, by Lemma 5.2 (c), the regret incurred by Check(G, h, k − 2) is upper bounded by
The overall regret incurred by calling Check during Eliminate(g, h, j) is upper bounded by,
Finally, we analyze the regret incurred by the recursive call to Eliminate itself at Line 4 by establishing condition Q ELIM (g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1) and applying the inductive hypothesis. The following lemma upper bounds the suboptimality of the policy induced by concatenation of value functions.
Lemma 5.14. Let G = {(g • h f, P k (f ))} f ∈F be a distribution of value functions where there exist values C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , and a layer h ∈ [H], so that the following conditions are met,
Proof. The lemma is proved as follows.
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 5.13. 
Proof. When Eliminate(g, h, j) recursively calls Eliminate(g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1) during the k-th iteration, we have g ′ ∈ supp(G), where G = {(g • h f, P k (f ))} f ∈G . By the pseudo-learn step during the (k − 1)-th iteration, we have that η k−1 (f, g, h) ≥ η k−1 (g, g, h) − (6H + 1)ǫ k−1 for all f ∈ G. By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (58)), we have that η(f, g, h) ≥ η(g, g, h) − (6H + 2)ǫ k−1 = η(g, g, h) − (12H + 4)ǫ k , ∀f ∈ G. And by definition of η and the fact that g ′ ∈ supp(G) we have η(g ′ , g, h) = η(f, g, h) for some f ∈ G. Therefore,
Since
Together with Eq. (31) we have
[g
Note that by Lemma 5.2 (b), we have h ′ > h and k ′ + 1 < j. By statement (b) of the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) and Eq. (31), we have that for the roll-in policy g,
Consider a singleton distribution G = {(g ′ , 1)}. Eq. (39), Eq. (40) and Eq. (41) establish the assumptions (a), (b) and (c) in Lemma 5.14 respectively, with C 1 = (12H + 4)ǫ k ′ +1 , and
Combining Lemma 5.15 with statement (a) of Q ELIM (g, h, j), we have that
and
Eq. (42) and Eq. (43) establish statement (b) and (c) in
, by our induction hypothesis, the regret incurred by the recursive call at Line 4 is upper bounded by
We combine the regret upper bounds in Eq. (36), Eq. (37), and Eq. (44), and upper bound the overall regret incurred by Eliminate(g, h, j) by
Proof of statement (c).
First consider the pseudo-learn step at the k-th iteration. By statement (b) of the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j) we have that |
On the other hand, we have
.
for any policy g and state x, we have
By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (58)), we have
Therefore f * will not be eliminated in pesudo-learn step.
As shown earlier, condition Q ELIM (g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1) holds before making the recursive call. Therefore, by our inductive hypothesis, f * will not be eliminated by the recursive call at Line 4. We finally consider the learn step. Note that by the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (59)) and statement (c) of the condition Q ELIM (g, h, j), the assumptions in Lemma 5.6 are met. Therefore, when learn step is executed, f * will not be eliminated.
Proof of statement (a).
We first consider the case where Eliminate(g, h, j) recursively calls Eliminate(g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1). Note that after Eliminate recursively calls itself, this invocation ends immediately. As shown earlier, the condition Q ELIM (g ′ , h ′ , k ′ + 1) holds at Line 4. Thus, by inductive hypothesis, learn step is executed exactly once, and Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) hold during the learn step is executed.
On the other hand, if Eliminate(g, h, j) does not recursively call itself, Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) hold during the learn step because of the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (59)) and statement (c) in contition Q ELIM (g, h, j).
Extension to infinite hypothesis space
Our algorithm can be extended to infinite hypothesis space by covering argument. First of all, like OLIVE, our algorithm only access to hypothesis f ∈ G via f (x, π f (x)) for some state x. Thus, the hypothesis space G can be equivalently represented by Π × V, where Π ⊂ A X is a set of policy function and V ⊂ [0, 1] X is a set of value function, representing π f (x) and f (x, π f (x)) respectively. Bellman error can be extended to the policy-value hypothesis naturally. For a policy-value function pair (π, v) and a roll-in policy π ′ , the Bellman error at layer h is defined as
and η((π, v), π ′ , h) is defined as,
The dependence on the size of hypothesis space comes from two parts: the uniform convergence bound, and the number of binary search steps in Identify procedure. Thanks to [39] , the probability distribution P k found in Line 2 of Identify has small support. Lemma A.2 shows that | supp(P k )| ≤ P supp := 4 ln(1/Aµ k )/µ k . Therefore, the number of binary steps is bounded by ⌈log 2 (P supp )⌉. We then re-define parameter ǫ ′ l as, ǫ ′ l := ǫ l /⌈log 2 (P supp ) + 1⌉. To deal with the uniform convergence bound, we assume that the hypothesis Π and V have finite statistical complexity dimension. Here we use Natarajan dimension and Pseudo dimension as the complexity measurement for function class Π and V respectively. The definition of Natarajan dimension and Pseudo dimension is given below. Definition 6.1 (Natarajan dimension [40] ). Let H ⊂ Y X be a hypothesis class. For a set S ⊂ X , we say H N-shatters S if there exists h 1 , h 2 ∈ H such that • h 1 (x) = h 2 (x), ∀x ∈ S, and
Definition 6.2 (Pseudo dimension [41] ). Let H ⊂ R X be a hypothesis class. For a set S ⊂ X , we say H P-shatters S if there exists ξ ∈ R S such that ∀T ⊆ S, ∃h ∈ H, such that
In Appendix E, we set new values for n eval i , n i , n cb i and n id i . We then obtain the the following theorem, which is the infinite hypothesis space version of Theorem 5.9, by replacing the uniform convergence statements in the original proof with the ones for low pseudo dimension spaces.
For any ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ, the overall regret of running AVE-Main for n trajectories with parameter ǫ is bounded by
If we choose δ = 1/(nH) and ǫ = M 2 AH 4 ln 2 (P )(ln 3 (P )+6(dΠ+dV ) ln(2eA(dΠ+dV )) ln(P )) n for any given n, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6.4. The expected regret of our algorithm for n trajectories is upper bounded by
where the O(·) hides poly-logarithmic factors in M, A, H, ζ, d Π , d V , and n.
Proof of Theorem 6.3 is deferred to Appendix E. Note that the ln 3 |F | term in Theorem 5.9 in the original bound of Theorem 5.9 is eliminated because of the following changes.
• The number of binary search steps is bounded by ⌈log 2 |P supp |⌉. By re-defining the parameter ǫ ′ l , we replace term ln 3 |F | with ln 3 (P supp ) ln 3 (P ). And,
• The uniform convergence result for low pseudo dimension spaces is used, which replaces a ln |F | term with statistical complexity dimension d Π and d V .
A key technical ingredient in our proof of Theorem 6.3 is a Bernstein-style uniform concentration theorem (namely Lemma F.3) adapted from [42] . Lemma F.3 is crucial in our analysis for a regret bound that polynomially depends on M , A and H. It also helps to achieve sharper dependence on A. Observe that by Corollary 6.4, our algorithm can produce an ǫ-optimal with probability at least 0.99 using
2 ) samples. In contrast, the sample complexity of OLIVE analyzed in [1] for infinite hypothesis space and constant failure probability is
. Our analysis gives a better dependence on A, which is due to the help of Lemma F.3. This observation also suggests that Lemma F.3 may help to improve the dependence on A in the analysis of OLIVE.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented AVE, a √ n-regret algorithm for learning in low-Bellman rank Markov Decision Processes with function approximation. Our algorithm employs sophisticated estimation and elimination techniques, borrows tools from contextual bandit literature, and extends the volumetric argument by [1] . We also generalize our algorithm to infinite hypothesis classes, thanks to the proof of a Bernstein-style uniform deviation bound, which also helps to improve the dependence on the action space size compared to OLIVE. For future work, it is worthwhile to design computationally efficient algorithms for learning in MDPs with low Bellman rank.
A Low variance estimation
Line 2 of Eliminate finds a distribution that achieves the low variance condition (i.e., Eq. (9)). In this section, we show that the distribution P k exists and can be computed efficiently. This low variance estimation method is adapted from the contextual bandit literature [2, 39] . The algorithm is described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Find-Distribution(g, h, k) 1: Take independent samples and let
3: return P k .
Since we do not have access to the distribution D g,h , we use an empirical estimation H k instead. At Line 2, we turn to calculate the distribution P k based on H k .
The existence of P k is derives from Sion's Minimax Theorem [43] . We have the following lemma regarding Line 2.
Lemma A.1. The set of distributions that satisfies Eq. (47) is non-empty.
Proof. See Corollary 2 of [2].
To compute distribution P k which satisfies low variance condition, we can use Coordinate Descent Algorithm in [39] .
Lemma A.2. Distribution P k that satisfies Eq. (47) can be computed efficiently. Besides, P k computed by Coordinate Descent Algorithm has support size | supp(P k )| ≤ 4 ln(1/Aµ k )/µ k .
Proof. See Theorem 3 of [39] . Now we only need to show that Eq. (9) also holds, given that we have Eq. (47) . For an invocation of Identify(g, h, j), we define
The following lemma provides a one-sided deviation bound for V P,π . 
then with probability at least 1 − δ, V P,f ≤ 6.4 V P,f,n + 81.3A
for all probability distribution P over F , and all f ∈ F .
A for some large enough c 2 . By union bound we have, with probability 1 − δ/7, for the first LC invocations of Identify(g, h, j),
for all probability distribution P over F , all f ∈ F and all k ∈ [j]. Combining with Eq. (47), we have V P,f ≤ 110A, for the first LC invocations of Identify(g, h, j), all probability distribution P over F , all f ∈ F and all k ∈ [j].
B High probability events
In this section we set the parameters for the empirical estimations, and prove the desired events, under which we prove the regret upper bound, happens with high probability.
The parameters for the empirical estimations are set as follows.
where c i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) are large enough universal constants. Lemmas B.1, B.2, and B.3 follow directly from Azuma-Hoeffding inequality.
Lemma B.1 (Concentration for Eq. (8)). With probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first C times that Line 6 of AVE-Main is executed,
Lemma B.2 (Concentration for Eq. (15)). With probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first L 2 C times that Check(G, h, j) is called,
Lemma B.3 (Concentration for Eq. (17)). With probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first L 2 C times that
Lemma B.4 (Concentration for Eq. (18)). With probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first L 2 C times that
for all l ∈ [k] and h ′ ∈ {h, h + 1, · · · , H}.
Lemma B.6 and B.7 follows from the following Freedman-style inequality.
Theorem B.5 (Freedman-style Inequality, Theorem 13 of [2] ). Let y 1 , · · · , y n be a sequence of independent random variables, where
Lemma B.6 (Concentration for Eq. (10)). Conditioned on the desired event of Lemma A.3, with probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first LC times that Eliminate(g, h, j) is called, we have
for all f ∈ F , 1 ≤ k ≤ j.
Combining with Eq. (9) (which holds because of the desired event of Lemma A.3), we have
By the definition of µ k and n cb k , we have
Applying Theorem B.5 we have
with probability at least 1 − δ/(LC|F |). The result follows from setting c 2 = 14080, and applying union bound for all f ∈ F , k ∈ [j] and the first C invocations.
Similarly, we have the following concentration result for Eq. (12).
Lemma B.7 (Concentration for Eq. (12)). Conditioned on the desired event of Lemma A.3, with probability at least 1 − δ/7, for the first LC times that Eliminate(g, h, j) is called, we have
for all f ∈ F .
We now define Z to be the conjunction of the desired events in Lemmas A.3, B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.6, and B.7. We have
(60)
C The volumetric argument
In this section we prove Lemma 5.6. We use the volumetric argument that is adapted from [1] .
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let us consider a fixed pair of j and h.
Recall that the Bellman factorization implies that
where
Let G i be the hypothesis space after i-th execution of learn step with layer h and precision φ j . Let G 0 = F be the original hypothesis space. We define V i = {ξ h (f ) : f ∈ G i } and B i be minimum covering ellipsoid of V i . For any i, suppose the i-th learn step with layer h and precision φ j is executed in an invocation of Eliminate with parameters (g, h, j). Let p i = ν h (g). We will show that there exists v ∈ V i−1 such that |p
The claim is trivial if g ∈ G i−1 . Otherwise, the current Eliminate must be recursively invoked by the Eliminate procedure with parameter (g ′ , h ′ , j ′ ), where h ′ < h and g = g ′ • h ′ f for some f ∈ G i−1 . Consider the vector v = ξ h (f ), where f ∈ G i−1 implies that v ∈ V i−1 . Note that by Assumption 2.2, despite the fact that g is the concatenation of functions in F , we still have g ∈ F . Therefore, we have the following Bellman factorization p 
Let V + = {v ∈ B i−1 : |p ⊤ i v| < 2φ j } and B + the minimum covering ellipsoid of V + . Then by the elimination criteria (Line 11) and Eq. (12) we have V i ⊆ V + , which implies that V i ⊆ B + . Since B i is the minimum covering ellipsoid, vol(B i ) ≤ vol(B + ). Since 2φ j /(ǫ j /2) = 1/2 √ M , by Corollary C.2 we have vol(B + ) ≤ 0.6 vol(B i−1 ). Therefore, if the learn step is executed for t times with layer h and precision φ j , we have that vol(B t ) ≤ 0.6
, where B M denotes the volume of a unit ball in R M . On the other hand, we have
Therefore, by basic algebra we get
The lemma then follows because of Assumption 1.2 which states that L ξ L ν ≤ ζ.
In the remaining part of this section, we present technique tools used in the proof above. The following result is an adaption from the work of [44] .
Lemma C.1 (Lemma 11 of [1] ). Let V be an closed and bounded subset of R d , let B = {v ∈ R d : M v ≤ 1} be an ellipsoid containing V . Suppose there exists v ∈ V such that |p ⊤ v| ≥ κ. Define B + to be the minimum covering ellipsoid of set {v ∈ B : We condition on the event Z throughout the proof.
Proof of statement (a). We prove by induction on step that, whenever at Line 2 of Identify (i.e., before the condition that | supp(G)| > 1 is checked), we have that
The base case is that when step = 0. The condition
Now suppose Eq. (61) is true for step = s. We prove the same equation for step = s + 1. First consider the case when c = true at Line 2 with step = s + 1. In this case, Line 11 was executed in the previous iteration of the while-loop. The if -condition at Line 10 implies that after executing Line 11, we have
By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (56)), we have that
Now consider the case when c = false at Line 2 with step = s + 1. In this case the if -condition did not hold for iteration l = k in the previous while-loop, which implies that
Let
, and we have G(
Our induction hypothesis implies that
Combining Eq. (62), Eq. (65), and Eq. (64), we have that
which establishes Eq. (61) since we let G ← G 2 .
Since the size of supp(G) is halved in every iteration, the while-loop terminates after at most ⌈log 2 |F |⌉ iterations. By Eq. (61), when the while-loop ends, we have that
Now we prove that Identify must return at Line 22. Eq. (66) implies that
It follows from the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (57)) that,
which satisfies the if -condition at Line 21 for the iteration l = k. The remaining claims of statement (a) directly follow from the description of the algorithm.
Proof of statement (b).
When Identify returns, the if -condition at Line 21 is satisfied. I.e.,
By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (57)), we have that
which proves statement (b).
Proof of statement (c).
Note that when Identify returns at iteration l, the if -condition at Line 21 did not hold for iteration (l − 1). Thus,
Combining with the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (57)), we have that
Proof of statement (d).
First we focus on the regret incurred by the while-loop starting from Line 2.
Statement (c) in the condition P(G, h, ǫ k ) implies that
If the algorithm proceeds to iteration l, the if -condition at Line 10 did not hold at iteration (l − 1), which means that
By the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (56)) and Eq. (31), we have that
Note that l ≤ k. For the distribution G 1 , Eq. (67), (69), and Eq. (68) establish statement (a), (b), and (c) in Lemma 5.14 respectively, where C 1 = (12H + 4)ǫ l , C 2 = C 3 = 6Hǫ l . Therefore we get,
Combining with statement (b) in the condition P(G, h, ǫ k ), we deduce that E[V π ] ≥ V * − (24H + 4)Hǫ l . Therefore, the expected regret incurred by a single iteration of the while-loop starting from Line 2 is upper bounded by
As shown before, the while-loop terminates after ⌈log 2 |F |⌉ steps. Thus the total regret incurred by the while-loop is upper bounded by O H 2 ln 3 |F | ln(P/δ)/ǫ k .
Similarly, we can upper bound the regret for policy π gr by O H 2 ln 2 |F | ln(P/δ)/ǫ k . Combining the two parts together, we prove statement (d) for Lemma 5.1.
D.2 Proof of Lemma 5.2
We condition on the event Z throughout the proof.
Proof of statement (a). When Check(G, h, j) returns true, for the iteration k = j we have
Therefore, together with the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (55)), we have that
Proof of statement (b). When Check(G, h, j) returns (false, g r , h r , k r ) during the k-th iteration, the tuple (g r , h r , k r ) is returned from Identify(G, h, k). By the if -condition at Line 4 we get
Combining with the event Z (more specifically, Eq. (55)), we have that
which verifies the condition Q ID (G, h, k). Then, statement (b) follows from Lemma 5.
The covering number is defined as, N (ǫ, H, X) := min C:C is a proper ǫ-covering set for X |C|.
We also define N (ǫ, H, n) := max X∈X n N (ǫ, H, X). By Lemma E.3, hypothesis H = {g π,v : π ∈ Π, v ∈ V} has pseudo dimension at most for some large enough constant c 5 , we have, with probability at least 1 − δ/14, for the first LC times that Eliminate(g, h, j) is called
F Probabilistic tools
In this section we provide some probabilistic tools that are used in the proof.
The following lemma is a classical result of uniform convergence. 
Next lemma is an extension of the classical Bernstein inequality.
Lemma F.2 (Lemma 3.1 of [42] ). For any N ≥ 1, let w be an uniformly random permutation over [N ] . For any ξ ∈ R N , define
and U N = max 1≤i≤N ξ i − min 1≤i≤N ξ i . Then for any ǫ > 0,
The following lemma is an adaption of Theorem 3.3 in [42] . 
Proof. The lemma is proved in three steps.
Step 
Let Z n = {x 1 , · · · , x n } and Z n ′ = {x n+1 , · · · , x N } Given Z n , let U (Z n ) be the event that 
≥ Pr {U (Z n )} Pr En[g
where Eq. (85) comes from Hoeffding inequality for n ′ = N − n ≥ 8b 2 /ǫ 2 .
Step Step 3: Covering Argument. Define
First we show that, Note that, since g 1 (z) 2 − g 2 (z) 2 = |(g 1 (z) − g 2 (z))(g 1 (z) + g 2 (z))| ≤ 2b |g 1 (z) − g 2 (z)| for all g ∈ G, z ∈ Z, we have N a 2 /8, The result follows from combining the three steps together.
